CASE STUDY
DOMAINE DU MAS DE PIERRE | SAINT-PAUL DE VENCE

ABOUT MAS DE PIERRE
This breathtaking 5 star luxury hotel just inland
of Saint-Paul-de-Vence in France has reinvented
itself with a full renovation to its 20 acre property,
including all 76 rooms and suites. The atmosphere
is serene and luxurious with every detail carefully
curated to deliver an exceptional guest experience.
Case study provided by

THE CHALLENGE
As with most hospitality projects, the requirements for Mas de Pierre were diverse. The project would need a guest-friendly user interface
for systems throughout the property as well as audio to support everything from guest rooms and suites, to garden walkways and
entertainment halls.

REQUIREMENTS
A project of this scale and sophistication would
require flexible solutions that could deliver a
comfortable guest experience while discreetly
blending in with the elegance of Le Domaine
du Mas de Pierre. The solutions would need to
accommodate the various experiences that the
hotel offers, including their two restaurants, the
spa, pool and exterior spaces, guest suites, and
hotel lobby. The audio would need to provide
quality listening and support the guest experience
at both high and low volumes. The demand
included over 150 speakers in form factors that
would accommodate each space per design and
application.
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“The atmosphere that reigns within this resort is a
clever mix of zenitude, the French art of living, and a
culinary experience. These sensations are throughout
the stay and are elevated by the sound ambiance.”
PHILIPPE PANGALLO
COMMERICAL DIRECTOR, INOVASYSTEM

METHODOLOGY
With the help of Sonance distributor, Pilote Films, and leaning on the expertise of local integrators, InovaSystem, the team at Mas de
Pierre were guided to make a selection for audio to match the 5 star elegance of the luxury resort. InovaSystem is a distinguished custom
integration company based in Saint-Laurent-du-Var with over 15 years of experience. They specialize in commercial projects, having
gained the confidence and trust of verticals like luxury hospitality, universities, and even palaces.

RESULT
Each space throughout Le Domaine du Mas de Pierre is a beautiful expression of elegance, complemented with a pleasing ambiance of
music that comfortable emanates, seemingly, from everywhere. Sonance Professional Series speakers are tucked into the ceilings of the
lobby and guest suites, Sonance Surface Mount speakers provide audio to the pool area, and Sonance Landscape and OMNI products hide
among the foliage of the garden areas. The details of audio coverage and discreet form factors provide an elevated guest experience that
makes Le Domaine du Mas de Pierre a standout hotel in beautiful Saint-Paul de Vence, France.

SONANCE PROFESSIONAL SERIES
•

In-Ceiling

•

High Excursion 4” Woofer

•

Pivoting Chambered 1” Soft-Dome Tweeter

•

70V/100V Sonance Laminated Core Transformer

•

Standard or Low Profile Option for Shallow Depth
Construction

Also featured: Sonance OMNI-6T and
Sonance Professional Series Surface Mount

PS-C43RT

PS-C43RTLP

ABOUT SONANCE
Sonance was founded in 1983 by Scott Struthers and Geoff Spencer, who introduced the world’s first in-wall loudspeaker. This achievement
led to many more “firsts” and a proud heritage of innovation. It also inspired a philosophy that continues to drive the company’s brands
today: that technology can and should blend in with architecture and great design. With a wide range of solutions that are designed to
disappear, Sonance has cultivated long-standing, authentic partnerships with leading architects, interior design professionals, custom
installers, design-conscious consumers and end-users, from their home base in San Clemente, California and throughout the world.
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